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ABSTRACT 
 
The Blue Mountain Residence is a new, single family residence located in Jefferson County, 
Colorado, a suburb of Denver. It is located close to the front range at an elevation of 7,600 ft. 
The owner and architect of the residence is Cherie Goff of HMH Architecture in Boulder, 
Colorado. The house is mostly of wood construction with elements of steel and concrete. The 
structural project team includes a Cal Poly architectural engineering student and professional 
engineers in DLK Engineering in Lafayette, CO. This report contains the complete project 
description, structural design calculations, and stamped structural construction drawings. The 
report examines the greater context of the residence, including challenges, structural design, 
significant impacts, and the role of the various participants in the design team. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Blue Mountain Residence is a new, single 
family home designed by Cherie Goff, the 
principal architect at HMH Architecture in 
Boulder, Colorado. The house is located in 
the foothills of Jefferson County, Colorado, 
in a suburb of Denver, and has excellent 
views of both the city and mountains. The 
residence consists of a wood, steel, and 
concrete gravity system, a wood shear wall 
lateral system, and a concrete foundation. With the help of professional engineers at DLK 
Engineering in Lafayette, CO, Marin Govett, a 4th year Architectural Engineering student at 
California Polytechnic University at San Luis Obispo, designed the structure of the home. 
Cherie, the architect, also contracted geotechnical, civil, and septic engineers, a landscape 
architect, and a local contractor.  
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Cherie and her husband currently live in downtown 
Boulder in a small, 850 sq ft condominium. Cherie 
has always dreamed of designing her own home, and 
the couple found an acre of land in the foothills of 
Golden, Colorado, about a half hour drive from 
Boulder. They picked the location for its beautiful 
views, and for the less expensive real estate value of 
the land compared to Boulder. 
Cherie wanted to keep the design of the house 
relatively small, about 2,000 sq ft, and simple to reduce costs. To this end, Cherie made a 
number of decisions to help meet their budget, they decided against installing an air conditioning 
system. Even in the heat of the summer, the house will stay relatively cool because it sits at 7600 
Figure	1:	Architectural	Render 
Figure	2:	Location	of	Blue	Mountain	Residence 
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ft in elevation. The initial design of the house included a fireplace, which added an additional 
$10,000 to the project cost, so they decided against it. For heating, their two options were radiant 
floor heating or forced air. They found that the costs for both were about equal, and decided to 
use radiant floors with a 3-inch concrete topping. Additionally, the house is designed with 
regular sheathing on top of structural sheathing to both keep the house insulated and to meet the 
lateral structural design demands in an affordable way.  
The orientation of the house was dominated 
by the views of the surrounding area, and 
was designed to look and feel like a tree 
house. The living room is designed as a 10-
foot cantilever, with windows on three sides 
to take advantage of the stunning views. 
Cherie laid out the house with the majority of 
the living space upstairs, including the 
kitchen, dining room, master bedroom, and 
TV room. The ground level consists of 
secondary space with less common space, including the garage, her husband’s office, a guest 
room, and an exercise room. She settled on a layout with the primary space upstairs, because she 
knew she and her husband would want to spend the majority of their time upstairs with the 
views.  
A variety of building materials were incorporated into the 
design to give it a raw look and feel. The ground floor 
consists of concrete and the upper floor consists of wood 
and steel. With the potential for fire danger in the 
foothills, Cherie purposefully designed the main floor with 
concrete to increase fire protection. Because the house is 
located on a steep, sloping hillside, a retaining wall design 
was required for stability on the west side of the garage. 
The garage is also designed on the downward sloping side 
of the hill, thus requiring less excavation. 
Figure	3:	View	from	Site 
Figure	4:	Basement	Architectural	Plan	
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The house is placed approximately 250 feet from the main road for privacy. Because the house is 
located in a wild land-urban interface zone, or WUI, meaning that it is built in natural terrain that 
has flammable vegetation, Cherie had to meet several fire safety code requirements. For instance, 
the Coal Creek Fire District, the local fire district for the area, mandated that the driveway must 
be long and wide enough to allow a fire truck to turn around.  
There was no real estate developer on the project, but Cherie contracted many colleagues and 
friends for the geotechnical, septic, civil, landscaping, general contracting, and structural design. 
Joe Kordziel from Kordziel Engineering, designed the geotechnical and septic systems, Sofie 
Black, a civil engineer from JVA Consulting Engineers, designed the driveway, Jeff Hindman 
from Cottonwood Custom builders was hired for general contracting, and Cherie consulted a 
friend for a few landscape questions. 
Once the house is complete, Cherie is 
planning to hire a landscaper for help 
with re-vegetation. DLK Engineering, 
specifically Marin Govett, with the help 
of professional engineers, designed the 
structure. DLK often works with HMH 
Architecture and is very familiar with 
Cherie’s work.  
 
 
Figure	5:	Site	Plan 
Figure	6:	Architectural	Render 
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DESCRIPTION OF DESIGN 
The gravity system is 
composed of Microllam LVL 
beams, steel wide flange 
beams, concrete walls, and 
steel pipe columns. The 
lateral force resisting system 
consists of plywood shear 
walls on the upper floor and 
concrete shear walls on the 
ground floor. The foundation 
is a non-structural slab on grade with spread and pad footings, designed for a maximum bearing 
pressure of 3000 psf. The existing soil contains 1 to 2 feet of silty sand and gravel, and is 
underlain by hard gneiss and granitic intrusions. The site has little to no swell based off the 
sample obtained from the site.  
The initial design of the house involved a joint collaboration between Cherie, Cottonwood 
Contracting, and DLK Engineering to create a structural layout with materials and rough member 
sizes. The structural design began by referencing The Jefferson County Development and 
Transportation official website to obtain the ASD wind and snow loading design values. Because 
there was no existing structure on the property, the address of the house did not yield an exact 
snow load. Instead, the address of the closest neighboring house was used. The 2018 
International Building Code (IBC) was also referenced to relate the ASD wind speed to the 
ultimate wind speed.  
The lateral design was governed by wind rather than seismic forces due to the location and 
proximity to the mountains. The ultimate wind speed, found using the IBC, was 129 mph and 3 
second gust was 100 mph (ASCE 7-16). Snow loads were designed at 48 psf ground snow and 
68 psf roof snow. The ground snow load was used on the exterior decks on both the upper level 
and ground. Additional wind and snow loading information can be found in the structural 
calculations in Appendix C.  
Figure	7:	North	Elevation 
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Much of the design consists of Microllam LVL Beams (Laminated Veneer Lumber) for the wood 
design. Microllams, as opposed to dimensional lumber, were chosen for their uniformity, 
predictability, higher strength, and resistance to splitting and warping. LVL’s are a typical DLK 
office standard and are used on almost all residential projects. Steel wide flange beams were 
placed in a few select locations where additional strength and stiffness were required. 
Forte, a professional engineering software by Weyerhaeuser, was used for many of the gravity 
calculations and sizing of joists and beams. The program uses skip loading and TJ-Pro Rating, a 
system that takes into account the average customer satisfaction for the stiffness of the floor. 
RISA 2D was used for steel design, particularly the design of the cantilevered living room. DLK 
custom company spreadsheets were used as a design aid and calculation check for lateral design 
loads, king stud design, and concrete beam design. Calculations on Risa 2D and Forte can be 
found in the structural calculations in Appendix C. 
The geotechnical report from the soils engineer was used to design the foundation and safely 
transfer the structural loads into the ground. The soils report contained detailed information 
including the existing site conditions, subsurface conditions, recommendations for structural 
design, site grading, and drainage. The report also specified maximum bearing pressure, a key 
value for structural foundation design. The maximum bearing pressure can be found on page 1 of 
the soils report in Appendix D.  
 
PROJECT TEAMS  
The main structural engineer on the project is Marin Govett, an Architectural Engineering 
student at Cal Poly. Marin has interned with DLK Engineering for two years. Delchi Fafach, 
principle engineer at DLK, and Luis Duque, a structural engineer at DLK, aided in portions of 
the structural design and checked the structural calculations.  
Cherie hired Cottonwood Custom Builders in Boulder for the general contracting, a company she 
has worked with for many years. They consulted on the schematic design, helped coordinate sub 
contractors for mechanical, electrical, civil, and septic, and the design of a future swamp cooler. 
The contracting team at Cottonwood consists of the lead contractor, Jeff Hindman, about six 
carpenters, laborers, and a few office managers. Before the schematic design began, Jeff visited 
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the site with Cherie to offer his thoughts on the benefits and drawbacks of different locations of 
the house on the site. Initially, Cherie thought about placing the house closer to the road to 
decrease the length of the driveway, but realized that the house would be too close to the 
neighboring house below, blocking the neighbor’s view and intruding on privacy. After the 
schematic design was completed, Jeff provided Cherie with an estimation of contracting costs at 
$1,00,000. Throughout the remainder of the design phase, Jeff provided feedback on the layout, 
engineering, and potential constructability complications.  
This is a design-build project (typical for many residential projects), where the project is 
streamlined through a single contract team. Design-Build is advantageous for residential projects 
because it often results in cost savings, better quality work, faster completion, and reduced risk. 
An HVAC contractor (heating, ventilation, air conditioning) was hired within Cottonwood, and a 
civil engineer (JVA Consulting Engineers) and a solar panel company were hired by Cherie, but 
coordinated by Cottonwood. Due to Cottonwood’s years of residential building experience and 
the size of the project, no additional mechanical or electrical engineers were required.  
Cottonwood Custom Builders is one of Boulder’s leading custom green home builders. They 
make the effort to use local, renewable and non-toxic materials, construct energy efficient 
building envelopes, and recycle material waste as much as possible. The lumber and framing 
came from Boulder Lumber, the timber was sourced from the Pacific Northwest, and the steel 
came from Denver. To reduce the amount of heating and cooling required, Cottonwood designs 
extremely tight building envelopes with proper air sealing, insulation, and ventilation. They also 
use smaller dumpsters on the job site (as opposed to the huge dumpsters typically seen) to make 
it easier for workers to find reusable scraps. The majority of their construction debris is recycled, 
saving tons of waste from filling local landfills.   
For environmental and financial reasons, the house will use only electricity from existing lines in 
the area and solar panels on the roof, negating the need for gas lines. An existing electrical utility 
line runs along the property 50 ft from the house, making the connection very easy. Cable, 
telephone, and internet will be provided by connecting to existing lines 350 ft from the house. 
Water will be supplied from a community well, which will require the installation of water lines. 
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The septic and geotechnical were designed by Joe Kordziel at Kordziel Engineering, and began 
by taking soil samples at the site. The samples were used to find the percolation rate (speed at 
which water flows through soil), determine the type of leach field, and create the geotechnical 
report, a key component of the foundation and civil design. A new septic line will be installed to 
run from the house to the waste processing plant on site, about 5 ft away. The size of the tank is 
regulated by Jefferson County, based of the size of the house, and is required to have two 
compartments. The existing shallow bed rock and soil on site readily accepts water, but has no 
capability to filter effluent. As a result, the bed rock will be removed and replaced with a 3 ft 
sand filter.  
The waste is pumped from the house to a concrete tank, where the solids settle to the bottom and 
greases and lighter solids float to the top (effluent waste). As the heavy solids settle to the 
bottom, bacterial action begins to partially decompose the waste. Eventually, the solids will build 
up and will need to be pumped out (hired separately by Cherie in the future). Once the solids 
settle, the effluent waste is pumped into a second compartment containing the sand filter. Sand 
filters consists of a network of small diameter pipes in a gravel-filled bed on top of the sand. The 
effluent is pumped under low pressure and distributed uniformly over the gravel. The effluent 
trickles through the gravel and sand, and eventually discharges to a leaching field. Once 
installed, the tank will require a site visit by Joe Kordziel for verification. The septic tank also 
requires a permit, which is regulated by Jefferson County OWTS (On-Site Wastewater 
Treatment Systems). Among many requirements, OWTS specifies a minimum 200 ft setback 
from neighboring wells, proper maintenance, disposal, and inspections for the septic tank. 
The driveway and site drainage were designed by JVA Consulting Engineers in Boulder. The 
main objective of site grading is to allow surface water to flow and drain away from the 
foundation of the house. Jefferson County does not specify many drainage requirements as long 
as water continues to follow natural drainage patterns. To reduce costs and avoid cutting and 
filling of soil to achieve a specified slope angle, Cherie worked with Jefferson County to accept a 
slightly steeper slope above the code allowance. Mountain sites are typically much steeper than 
the code allowance for drainage, which often results in large amounts of earthwork and extra 
expenses. Cherie also added a swale, a depressed area that prevents water from running across 
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the driveway. The swale will also help to reduce the risk of water freezing on the driveway in the 
winter.  
Fire codes for the property are dictated by the Coal Creek Fire District. Appendix Z was recently 
added to the fire code, taking effect January 1st, 2020. Because Cherie received her building 
permit in 2019, she was not required to follow the new fire code. Appendix Z was driven by the 
fire district and added fire resistant specifications to increase the amount of time for occupants to 
escape a burning building. Appendix Z specified Class A roofing systems, protection of roof 
valleys and eaves, exterior walls, decks, and more. Cottonwood Custom Builders typically builds 
to Boulder County’s fire codes because Boulder has one of the strictest codes in the area and 
Cottonwood is very familiar with Boulder’s standards. Even if some areas have less stringent 
codes, Cottonwood wants to ensure that every house has strong fire protection. Even though 
Appendix Z did not apply, the house was built to Boulder’s stronger codes. For mountain homes, 
Jefferson County requires consultation with a Wildfire Mitigation specialist. The specialists 
usually recommend removing nearby trees, cutting lower tree limbs to eliminate the proximity of 
branches to the ground, and using fire proof exterior materials (metal and concrete). Once the 
civil, septic, and structural designs were completed, the plans were given to Cherie to submit to 
the County for permit. 
 
COST ESTIMATE 
The total cost for construction is $1,000,000, 
the septic and geotechnical are estimated at 
$60,000, the structural at $40,000, and the 
civil at $45,000. Construction began in 
October 2019 and will finish in about one 
year if construction stays on schedule. 
 
 
 
Figure	8:	Construction	(January	2020) 
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PERMITING PROCESS 
Permitting for residential projects is either submitted by 
the architect or by the contractor. In this case, Cherie 
submitted the documents to the Jefferson County 
Planning and Zoning Division to avoid the additional 
cost of paying Cottonwood to submit it. The application 
for a permit in Jefferson County requires proof of 
ownership, construction documents and a site plan to 
scale.  In addition, proof of adequate access to water 
and sanitation, private road approval for onsite 
driveways, and an application fee of about $1,000 are 
required. The submitted construction documents 
include the architectural, structural, civil, septic, and 
geotechnical designs. Potable water permits are issued 
through Blue Mountain Water District and septic permits are issued through Jefferson County 
Public Health.   
Once all of the permits have been issued and the application is reviewed by the Planning and 
Zoning Department, typically a month-long process, the project is given a permitting number and 
passed to the Building Safety Department. Once the Building Safety Department reviews the 
architectural, structural and construction plans, construction can begin. 
 
CHALLENGES 
 
It was difficult to begin the structural design while the architecture was in progress and subject to 
change. The initial structural design was based on Cherie’s preliminary ideas, but had to be 
altered multiple times as she updated her plans. At one point when the structural calculations 
were almost complete, Cherie decided to add an opening and change the location of a few walls. 
Although the changes were small, the calculations in a few areas had to be completely redone 
and the loads to the foundation re-traced. Additionally, most of the structural details were drafted 
before Cherie finished her architectural details. DLK’s structural details gave Cherie different 
Figure	9:	Construction	(April	2020) 
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options, but ultimately resulted in the revision of about one third of the structural details once she 
decided what she wanted. For future projects, I would prefer to begin the structural details once 
the architects finish their design. Luckily though, I did not feel like I spent excessive time 
redoing details and calculations.  
 
Another challenge was designing the cantilevered living room 
to be strong enough to withstand both the lateral and gravity 
loads. A W14x109 and W14x90 steel beams were placed for 
gravity support. These beams could have been much smaller, 
but Cherie wanted a 16” maximum floor depth to maximize 
the height of the first floor. To support the high lateral loads 
on the cantilevered living room, triple LVL stud packs were 
placed between the windows, connecting from the high 
diaphragm to the second story floor. Refer to S1.3 on the 
structural drawings in Appendix B for the design, and 
Appendix C for the structural calculations. Additional flatwise 
members were placed about three-quarters of the way up the 
wall for out-of-plane bending. This design is shown on S1.3 of the structural calculations in 
Appendix C. For additional visuals of the cantilevered living room design, refer to A3.0 
architectural drawings in Appendix A. 
	
Figure	11:	North	Elevation 
Figure	10:	View	of	W14x109	(April	2020) 
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IMPACTS: 
As with all new construction, the residence will have economic, environmental, global, social, 
and political impacts.  
Economic Impacts: 
Building the house in a remote location rather than in a subdivision, where waste treatment, 
electricity, running water and cable are more accessible, results in greater overall costs. Cherie 
and her husband specifically wanted to live in the mountains and were willing to make the effort 
and pay additional costs to have these necessities brought to the site.  
A multitude of jobs were created through the design and construction of the house, including the 
hiring of architects, engineers, designers, general contractors, laborers, and more. In addition, 
material manufacturers will benefit from the construction of the house with the purchase of 
materials. During the construction phase, the project will create jobs for local laborers, workers, 
and inspectors. When repairs or additions are needed in the future, local workers will once again 
be employed. The collaboration between designers, contractors, and engineers will create lasting 
relationships and foster future economic growth.  
Environmental Impacts: 
There are many environmental concerns that affect the design of a new building. For example, 
foundation excavation, septic and electrical line installation, and transportation of materials to 
and from the site can have significant impacts on the environment. The house is located on a dirt 
road in the mountains, about a mile off of the main paved road, creating additional carbon 
emissions from the transportation of materials and labor. The materials used in the project also 
have considerable impacts. For example, the erection of steel used in the building creates 
significant carbon emissions during manufacture, the harvesting of wood used in the structure 
causes a multitude of problems such as loss of biodiversity and soil erosion, and the extraction of 
fuels used for transportation and construction cause environmental degradation and carbon 
emissions. Concrete is also a toxic and environmentally damaging material because it requires 
large amounts of water, raw materials (gravel and sand), and cement, a highly energy-intensive 
product that creates greenhouse gases and water pollution in its manufacture.  
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Existing wildlife habitats and ecosystems are impacted because new construction often results in 
a loss of biodiversity, a decrease in open space, and the disruption of animal habitats. The new 
driveway, foundation, and retaining walls will require excavation and removal of material, which 
impacts the natural soil conditions and ecosystem. The existing well in the area will experience 
faster depletion of water as more people begin to use the water for landscaping and residential 
use. In an effort to be as environmentally friendly as possible, Cherie designed the house to rely 
on only solar panels for electricity, allowing her to completely omit gas lines and reduce 
additional greenhouse gases and construction.  
Global Impacts: 
Cherie and her husband may decide to buy more products online because of the remote location 
of the house. Online shopping makes it much easier to access products from anywhere in the 
world and support global businesses, but makes it much more difficult for local retailers to stay 
in business. It can also increase environmental impacts due to the additional packaging and 
emission of greenhouse gases required for transportation. 
The materials and labor are locally sourced within the United States, something other countries 
may envy. Smaller or developing countries often do not have this luxury because it is difficult to 
find locally-sourced materials, designers, and laborers in many countries. Even in the United 
States, many laborers have emigrated from other countries, and possibly may not be legal 
citizens. There are negative and positive impacts of immigrant laborers. While they may be 
taking jobs away from non-immigrants, they often send money back home to their families, 
which strengthens our economic ties to these countries.  
The residence can also serve as a precedent project for modern architecture. It will bring new 
architectural and construction techniques to the area since many of the houses were built years 
ago. The residence is very modern, designed with no headers, windows flush to the roof, and 
large openings to take advantage of the stunning views. The house may also appear in modern 
architecture magazines, inspiring others around the world.  
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Societal Impacts: 
New construction can have a large impact on the surrounding homes and neighborhoods. During 
the construction phase, work begins early in the morning and continues throughout the day. 
People who work from home or spend a large portion of their day at home may be impacted by 
seemingly endless construction. Once the house is complete, Cherie and her husband can 
contribute and strengthen the local community through their relationships, new ideas and support 
of the community. As stated earlier, construction of this residence will also require collaboration 
between designers, contractors, and engineers and laborers, create lasting relationships. 
Many of the existing homes in the area were built in the 1970s and 1980s, often designed with 
gable style mountain roofs. The house may encourage and inspire modern construction and new 
architectural designs in the area. It is unclear if the existing neighbors will enjoy the modern 
architecture and change of style or will want to maintain the older architectural look. Another 
impact of new construction is that it changes the skyline and view for neighboring houses. 
Despite Cherie’s efforts to build farther from other residences, neighboring houses may have a 
portion of their view blocked. 
Political Impacts: 
Affordable housing is a hot commodity in the Boulder/Denver area. Cherie and her husband 
were forced to move out of Boulder due to the expensive real estate. By buying a property 
outside of Denver and vacating Boulder, the market price of an apartment in Boulder has the 
opportunity to increase. This would make it harder for middle to low-income residents of 
Boulder to afford housing, and potentially draw more high income residents to Boulder. This 
supports over-priced real estate and fuels the market prices to increase. Buying housing in the 
greater Denver area also supports the competitive housing market, possibly increasing future 
prices.   
Jefferson County is also impacted through the increasing infrastructure in the mountains. The 
permitting process for a new structure is very involved and is related to the current political 
climate. County commissioners have control over the permitting process and often do not agree 
on how or whether infrastructure should increase in the mountains. While infrastructure 
increases revenue, it has an irreversible impact on open space and the environment. 
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CONCLUSION 
This senior project has provided a wonderful 
learning opportunity and a rewarding 
experience for myself and all of the designers 
involved. I enjoyed learning about the different 
design disciplines involved in the construction 
of a residential home and the permitting 
process. The senior engineers at DLK 
Engineering and the architect, Cherie Goff, are 
honored to have contributed to a senior project 
and have enjoyed teaching and guiding me to 
complete the design. The house is projected to 
be completed in one year, by the fall of 2020, if 
construction and permitting stay on schedule. 
DLK Engineering will continue to stay 
involved until its completion, with site visits for 
the foundation and framing (bearing wall, beam, column, joist, and connections) to ensure 
compliance with structural specifications.  Even after the completion of my senior project, I am 
excited to stay connected with the project and designers, and visit the property periodically 
through completion. 
 
REFLECTION 
DLK Engineering, HMH Architecture, and other professionals provided a wonderful learning 
opportunity for me to gain a greater understanding of the residential design process. It was 
valuable to learn about and interact with the different designers and engineers involved in the 
project.  
I especially enjoyed talking to the general contractor, Jeff Hindman, about his experience in 
contracting, and hearing his tips for aspiring structural engineers. When I asked if he had any 
suggestions that structural engineers could implement to make contracting easier, he suggested 
Figure	12:	Construction	(April	2020) 
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that all structural engineers should be required to work for a year in the field before becoming a 
licensed engineer. He finds that with young engineers, buildings are often over-designed and 
contain elements that are unbuildable or overly complicated. I know that I, among many other 
Cal Poly students, would greatly benefit from a year in the field. 
If I were to repeat this project, I would spend more time doing outside research on wind loading 
before beginning the lateral design. As I mentioned before, much of the wind loading design I 
learned was while I was in the office. I spent a large portion of time studying ASCE 7-16 and 
talking to other engineers in the office about wind. It would have been helpful to have studied the 
different wind methods beforehand so I had a clearer understanding of what wind procedures I 
needed to consider.  
Aside from a few of the lateral and foundation connections, I designed the majority of the house 
myself using the knowledge from my classes at Cal Poly. For the more complicated connections, 
I found I often needed the design experience of other engineers, such as the connection between 
the two roof diaphragms. Refer to details 2 and 3 in S1.3 of the Structural Drawings in Appendix 
B for visuals of the final details. 
Quite a few elements of the architecture changed during the design phase and I found myself 
recalculating the structure multiple times. It ended up being a good opportunity to recheck my 
calculations, but I wasted valuable time. I would not have done the initial design differently, but 
with more experience, I could have completed the initial design more quickly and been more 
efficient adapting to design changes.  
This project was a great opportunity to work with professional designers and engineers, and use 
the knowledge from my undergraduate classes. I am excited to continue growing in the structural 
engineering field and to foster new connections within in the design world after I graduate.  
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Design Results Actual @ Location Allowed Result LDF Load: Combination (Pattern)
Member Reaction (lbs) 10146 @ 13' 9 1/4" 12275 (5.50") Passed (83%) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Shear (lbs) 5568 @ 12' 6 5/8" 13622 Passed (41%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Moment (Ft-lbs) 18832 @ 6' 8 9/16" 30788 Passed (61%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Alt Spans)
Live Load Defl. (in) 0.318 @ 6' 11 1/2" 0.448 Passed (L/508) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Alt Spans)
Total Load Defl. (in) 0.446 @ 6' 11 1/8" 0.672 Passed (L/362) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Alt Spans)
System : Roof
Member Type : Flush Beam
Building Use : Residential
Building Code : IBC 2015
Design Methodology : ASD
Member Pitch : 0.25/12
• Deflection criteria: LL (L/360) and TL (L/240).
• Overhang deflection criteria: LL (2L/360) and TL (2L/240).
• Top Edge Bracing (Lu): Top compression edge must be braced at 15' o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Bottom Edge Bracing (Lu): Bottom compression edge must be braced at 17' 5" o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Rim Board is assumed to carry all loads applied directly above it, bypassing the member being designed.
• Blocking Panels are assumed to carry no loads applied directly above them and the full load is applied to the member being designed.
Bearing Length Loads to Supports (lbs)
Supports Total Available Required Dead Snow Total Accessories
1 - Stud wall - SPF 5.50" 4.25" 2.74" 1862 4348 6210 1 1/4" Rim Board
2 - Stud wall - SPF 5.50" 5.50" 4.55" 3128 7018 10146 Blocking
Dead Snow
Vertical Loads Location (Side) Tributary Width (0.90) (1.15) Comments
0 - Self Weight (PLF) 1 1/4" to 17' 6" N/A 18.2 --
1 - Uniform (PLF) 0 to 17' 6" (Back) N/A 126.0 302.0 Linked from: RJ2,Support 2
2 - Uniform (PLF) 0 to 17' 6" (Front) N/A 141.0 338.0 Linked from: RJ3,Support 1
Weyerhaeuser warrants that the sizing of its products will be in accordance with Weyerhaeuser product design criteria and published design values. Weyerhaeuser expressly disclaims any other warranties
related to the software. Use of this software is not intended to circumvent the need for a design professional as determined by the authority having jurisdiction. The designer of record, builder or framer is
responsible to assure that this calculation is compatible with the overall project. Accessories (Rim Board, Blocking Panels and Squash Blocks) are not designed by this software. Products manufactured at
Weyerhaeuser facilities are third-party certified to sustainable forestry standards. Weyerhaeuser Engineered Lumber Products  have been evaluated by ICC-ES under evaluation reports ESR-1153 and ESR-1387
and/or tested in accordance with applicable ASTM standards. For current code evaluation reports, Weyerhaeuser product literature and installation details refer to
www.weyerhaeuser.com/woodproducts/document-library.
The product application, input design loads, dimensions and support information have been provided by ForteWEB Software Operator
Weyerhaeuser Notes
All locations are measured from the outside face of left support (or left cantilever end). All dimensions are horizontal.
MEMBER REPORT PASSED
Roof, RB1
3 piece(s) 1 3/4" x 11 7/8" 2.0E Microllam® LVL
ForteWEB Software Operator Job Notes 8/6/2019 4:33:15 PM UTC
Marin Govett
DLK Engineering
(720) 917-5758
marin@dlkeng.com
ForteWEB v2.1, Engine: V7.3.2.309, Data: V7.2.0.2
File Name: Goff
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Design Results Actual @ Location Allowed Result LDF Load: Combination (Pattern)
Member Reaction (lbs) 8120 @ 2' 2 3/4" 12272 (5.50") Passed (66%) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Shear (lbs) 5194 @ 3' 5 3/8" 13622 Passed (38%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Moment (Ft-lbs) 21104 @ 9' 6 1/16" 30788 Passed (69%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Alt Spans)
Live Load Defl. (in) 0.400 @ 9' 5 3/16" 0.478 Passed (L/430) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Alt Spans)
Total Load Defl. (in) 0.571 @ 9' 5 5/16" 0.718 Passed (L/302) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Alt Spans)
System : Roof
Member Type : Flush Beam
Building Use : Residential
Building Code : IBC 2015
Design Methodology : ASD
Member Pitch : 0/12
• Deflection criteria: LL (L/360) and TL (L/240).
• Overhang deflection criteria: LL (2L/360) and TL (2L/240). Upward deflection on left cantilever exceeds overhang deflection criteria.
• Top Edge Bracing (Lu): Top compression edge must be braced at 12' 11" o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Bottom Edge Bracing (Lu): Bottom compression edge must be braced at 16' 10" o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Rim Board is assumed to carry all loads applied directly above it, bypassing the member being designed.
• Blocking Panels are assumed to carry no loads applied directly above them and the full load is applied to the member being designed.
Bearing Length Loads to Supports (lbs)
Supports Total Available Required Dead Snow Total Accessories
1 - Stud wall - SPF 5.50" 5.50" 3.64" 2470 5650 8120 Blocking
2 - Stud wall - SPF 5.50" 4.25" 2.48" 1675 3850 5525 1 1/4" Rim Board
Dead Snow
Vertical Loads Location (Side) Tributary Width (0.90) (1.15) Comments
0 - Self Weight (PLF) 0 to 16' 9 3/4" N/A 18.2 --
1 - Uniform (PLF) 0 to 16' (Front) N/A 99.0 252.5 Linked from: RJ4,Support 1
2 - Uniform (PLF) 0 to 16' (Back) N/A 141.0 338.0 Linked from: RJ3,Support 2
Weyerhaeuser warrants that the sizing of its products will be in accordance with Weyerhaeuser product design criteria and published design values. Weyerhaeuser expressly disclaims any other warranties
related to the software. Use of this software is not intended to circumvent the need for a design professional as determined by the authority having jurisdiction. The designer of record, builder or framer is
responsible to assure that this calculation is compatible with the overall project. Accessories (Rim Board, Blocking Panels and Squash Blocks) are not designed by this software. Products manufactured at
Weyerhaeuser facilities are third-party certified to sustainable forestry standards. Weyerhaeuser Engineered Lumber Products  have been evaluated by ICC-ES under evaluation reports ESR-1153 and ESR-1387
and/or tested in accordance with applicable ASTM standards. For current code evaluation reports, Weyerhaeuser product literature and installation details refer to
www.weyerhaeuser.com/woodproducts/document-library.
The product application, input design loads, dimensions and support information have been provided by ForteWEB Software Operator
Weyerhaeuser Notes
All locations are measured from the outside face of left support (or left cantilever end). All dimensions are horizontal.
MEMBER REPORT PASSED
Roof, RB2
3 piece(s) 1 3/4" x 11 7/8" 2.0E Microllam® LVL
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Design Results Actual @ Location Allowed Result LDF Load: Combination (Pattern)
Member Reaction (lbs) 8395 @ 9' 8" 8181 (5.50") Failed (103%) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Shear (lbs) 8377 @ 8' 6 5/8" 9081 Passed (92%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Moment (Ft-lbs) 13968 @ 8' 20525 Passed (68%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Live Load Defl. (in) 0.128 @ 5' 7" 0.311 Passed (L/873) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Total Load Defl. (in) 0.188 @ 5' 6 7/8" 0.467 Passed (L/596) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
System : Roof
Member Type : Drop Beam
Building Use : Residential
Building Code : IBC 2015
Design Methodology : ASD
Member Pitch : 0/12
• Deflection criteria: LL (L/360) and TL (L/240).
• Top Edge Bracing (Lu): Top compression edge must be braced at 9' 6" o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Bottom Edge Bracing (Lu): Bottom compression edge must be braced at 10' o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Blocking Panels are assumed to carry no loads applied directly above them and the full load is applied to the member being designed.
Bearing Length Loads to Supports (lbs)
Supports Total Available Required Dead Snow Total Accessories
1 - Stud wall - SPF 5.50" 5.50" 1.50" 619 1253 1872 Blocking
2 - Stud wall - SPF 5.50" 5.50" 5.64" 2630 5765 8395 Blocking
Dead Snow
Vertical Loads Location (Side) Tributary Width (0.90) (1.15) Comments
0 - Self Weight (PLF) 0 to 10' N/A 12.1 --
1 - Point (lb) 8' (Top) N/A 3128 7018 Linked from: RB1,Support 2
Weyerhaeuser warrants that the sizing of its products will be in accordance with Weyerhaeuser product design criteria and published design values. Weyerhaeuser expressly disclaims any other warranties
related to the software. Use of this software is not intended to circumvent the need for a design professional as determined by the authority having jurisdiction. The designer of record, builder or framer is
responsible to assure that this calculation is compatible with the overall project. Accessories (Rim Board, Blocking Panels and Squash Blocks) are not designed by this software. Products manufactured at
Weyerhaeuser facilities are third-party certified to sustainable forestry standards. Weyerhaeuser Engineered Lumber Products  have been evaluated by ICC-ES under evaluation reports ESR-1153 and ESR-1387
and/or tested in accordance with applicable ASTM standards. For current code evaluation reports, Weyerhaeuser product literature and installation details refer to
www.weyerhaeuser.com/woodproducts/document-library.
The product application, input design loads, dimensions and support information have been provided by ForteWEB Software Operator
Weyerhaeuser Notes
All locations are measured from the outside face of left support (or left cantilever end). All dimensions are horizontal.
Support 2 failed reaction check due to insufficient bearing capacity.
MEMBER REPORT FAILED
Roof, RB3
2 piece(s) 1 3/4" x 11 7/8" 2.0E Microllam® LVL
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Design Results Actual @ Location Allowed Result LDF Load: Combination (Pattern)
Member Reaction (lbs) 6057 @ 12' 6" 7809 (3.50") Passed (78%) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Adj Spans)
Shear (lbs) 3164 @ 11' 9" 8317 Passed (38%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Adj Spans)
Moment (Ft-lbs) -5299 @ 12' 6" 12273 Passed (43%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Adj Spans)
Live Load Defl. (in) 0.178 @ 7' 3 3/16" 0.328 Passed (L/664) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Alt Spans)
Total Load Defl. (in) 0.246 @ 7' 3 3/8" 0.493 Passed (L/481) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Alt Spans)
System : Roof
Member Type : Flush Beam
Building Use : Residential
Building Code : IBC 2015
Design Methodology : ASD
Member Pitch : 0/12
• Deflection criteria: LL (L/360) and TL (L/240).
• Overhang deflection criteria: LL (2L/360) and TL (2L/240).
• Top Edge Bracing (Lu): Top compression edge must be braced at 20' o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Bottom Edge Bracing (Lu): Bottom compression edge must be braced at 20' o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Blocking Panels are assumed to carry no loads applied directly above them and the full load is applied to the member being designed.
Bearing Length Loads to Supports (lbs)
Supports Total Available Required Dead Snow Total Accessories
1 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 2.15" 1462 3341 4803 Blocking
2 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 2.71" 1739 4318 6057 None
3 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 1.50" 871 2364 3235 Blocking
Dead Snow
Vertical Loads Location (Side) Tributary Width (0.90) (1.15) Comments
0 - Self Weight (PLF) 0 to 20' N/A 11.1 --
1 - Uniform (PLF) 0 to 20' (Back) N/A 192.5 462.0 Linked from: RJ4,Support 2
Weyerhaeuser warrants that the sizing of its products will be in accordance with Weyerhaeuser product design criteria and published design values. Weyerhaeuser expressly disclaims any other warranties
related to the software. Use of this software is not intended to circumvent the need for a design professional as determined by the authority having jurisdiction. The designer of record, builder or framer is
responsible to assure that this calculation is compatible with the overall project. Accessories (Rim Board, Blocking Panels and Squash Blocks) are not designed by this software. Products manufactured at
Weyerhaeuser facilities are third-party certified to sustainable forestry standards. Weyerhaeuser Engineered Lumber Products  have been evaluated by ICC-ES under evaluation reports ESR-1153 and ESR-1387
and/or tested in accordance with applicable ASTM standards. For current code evaluation reports, Weyerhaeuser product literature and installation details refer to
www.weyerhaeuser.com/woodproducts/document-library.
The product application, input design loads, dimensions and support information have been provided by ForteWEB Software Operator
Weyerhaeuser Notes
All locations are measured from the outside face of left support (or left cantilever end). All dimensions are horizontal.
MEMBER REPORT PASSED
Roof, RB4
3 piece(s) 1 3/4" x 7 1/4" 2.0E Microllam® LVL
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Design Results Actual @ Location Allowed Result LDF Load: Combination (Pattern)
Member Reaction (lbs) 1060 @ 14' 2603 (3.50") Passed (41%) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Adj Spans)
Shear (lbs) 538 @ 13' 3" 2772 Passed (19%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Adj Spans)
Moment (Ft-lbs) -1324 @ 14' 4091 Passed (32%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Adj Spans)
Live Load Defl. (in) 0.233 @ 6' 6 3/4" 0.461 Passed (L/713) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Alt Spans)
Total Load Defl. (in) 0.336 @ 6' 6 3/16" 0.692 Passed (L/495) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Alt Spans)
System : Roof
Member Type : Flush Beam
Building Use : Residential
Building Code : IBC 2015
Design Methodology : ASD
Member Pitch : 0/12
• Deflection criteria: LL (L/360) and TL (L/240).
• Overhang deflection criteria: LL (2L/360) and TL (2L/240).
• Top Edge Bracing (Lu): Top compression edge must be braced at 26' 4" o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Bottom Edge Bracing (Lu): Bottom compression edge must be braced at 23' 7" o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Rim Board is assumed to carry all loads applied directly above it, bypassing the member being designed.
• Blocking Panels are assumed to carry no loads applied directly above them and the full load is applied to the member being designed.
Bearing Length Loads to Supports (lbs)
Supports Total Available Required Dead Snow Total Accessories
1 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 2.25" 1.50" 137 288 425 1 1/4" Rim Board
2 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 1.50" 343 717 1060 None
3 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 1.50" 183 403 586 Blocking
Dead Snow
Vertical Loads Location (Side) Tributary Width (0.90) (1.15) Comments
0 - Self Weight (PLF) 1 1/4" to 28' N/A 3.7 --
1 - Uniform (PSF) 0 to 28' (Front) 1' 20.0 48.0
Weyerhaeuser warrants that the sizing of its products will be in accordance with Weyerhaeuser product design criteria and published design values. Weyerhaeuser expressly disclaims any other warranties
related to the software. Use of this software is not intended to circumvent the need for a design professional as determined by the authority having jurisdiction. The designer of record, builder or framer is
responsible to assure that this calculation is compatible with the overall project. Accessories (Rim Board, Blocking Panels and Squash Blocks) are not designed by this software. Products manufactured at
Weyerhaeuser facilities are third-party certified to sustainable forestry standards. Weyerhaeuser Engineered Lumber Products  have been evaluated by ICC-ES under evaluation reports ESR-1153 and ESR-1387
and/or tested in accordance with applicable ASTM standards. For current code evaluation reports, Weyerhaeuser product literature and installation details refer to
www.weyerhaeuser.com/woodproducts/document-library.
The product application, input design loads, dimensions and support information have been provided by ForteWEB Software Operator
Weyerhaeuser Notes
All locations are measured from the outside face of left support (or left cantilever end). All dimensions are horizontal.
MEMBER REPORT PASSED
Roof, RB5
1 piece(s) 1 3/4" x 7 1/4" 2.0E Microllam® LVL
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Design Results Actual @ Location Allowed Result LDF Load: Combination (Pattern)
Member Reaction (lbs) 1838 @ 10' 6" 2467 (3.50") Passed (75%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Shear (lbs) 848 @ 10' 7 3/4" 1903 Passed (45%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Moment (Ft-lbs) -1993 @ 10' 6" 4364 Passed (46%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Live Load Defl. (in) 0.091 @ 16' 7 13/16" 0.376 Passed (L/999+) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Alt Spans)
Total Load Defl. (in) 0.124 @ 16' 8 5/8" 0.565 Passed (L/999+) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Alt Spans)
System : Roof
Member Type : Joist
Building Use : Residential
Building Code : IBC 2015
Design Methodology : ASD
Member Pitch : 0/12
• Deflection criteria: LL (L/360) and TL (L/240).
• Top Edge Bracing (Lu): Top compression edge must be braced at 6' 3" o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Bottom Edge Bracing (Lu): Bottom compression edge must be braced at 5' 3" o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Blocking Panels are assumed to carry no loads applied directly above them and the full load is applied to the member being designed.
Bearing Length Loads to Supports (lbs)
Supports Total Available Required Dead Snow Total Accessories
1 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 1.75" 157 416 573 Blocking
2 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 3.50" 541 1297 1838 None
3 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 1.75" 182 464 646 Blocking
Dead Snow
Vertical Load Location (Side) Spacing (0.90) (1.15) Comments
1 - Uniform (PSF) 0 to 22' 24" 20.0 48.0 Default Load
Weyerhaeuser warrants that the sizing of its products will be in accordance with Weyerhaeuser product design criteria and published design values. Weyerhaeuser expressly disclaims any other warranties
related to the software. Use of this software is not intended to circumvent the need for a design professional as determined by the authority having jurisdiction. The designer of record, builder or framer is
responsible to assure that this calculation is compatible with the overall project. Accessories (Rim Board, Blocking Panels and Squash Blocks) are not designed by this software. Products manufactured at
Weyerhaeuser facilities are third-party certified to sustainable forestry standards. Weyerhaeuser Engineered Lumber Products  have been evaluated by ICC-ES under evaluation reports ESR-1153 and ESR-1387
and/or tested in accordance with applicable ASTM standards. For current code evaluation reports, Weyerhaeuser product literature and installation details refer to
www.weyerhaeuser.com/woodproducts/document-library.
The product application, input design loads, dimensions and support information have been provided by ForteWEB Software Operator
Weyerhaeuser Notes
All locations are measured from the outside face of left support (or left cantilever end). All dimensions are horizontal.
MEMBER REPORT PASSED
Roof, RJ1
1 piece(s) 11 7/8" TJI® 210 @ 24" OC
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Design Results Actual @ Location Allowed Result LDF Load: Combination (Pattern)
Member Reaction (lbs) 856 @ 2 1/2" 1679 (3.50") Passed (51%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Shear (lbs) 816 @ 3 1/2" 1903 Passed (43%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Moment (Ft-lbs) 2517 @ 6' 3 1/2" 4364 Passed (58%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Live Load Defl. (in) 0.182 @ 6' 3 1/2" 0.406 Passed (L/801) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Total Load Defl. (in) 0.258 @ 6' 3 1/2" 0.608 Passed (L/566) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
System : Roof
Member Type : Joist
Building Use : Residential
Building Code : IBC 2015
Design Methodology : ASD
Member Pitch : 0.25/12
• Deflection criteria: LL (L/360) and TL (L/240).
• Top Edge Bracing (Lu): Top compression edge must be braced at 4' 7" o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Bottom Edge Bracing (Lu): Bottom compression edge must be braced at 12' 7" o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Blocking Panels are assumed to carry no loads applied directly above them and the full load is applied to the member being designed.
Bearing Length Loads to Supports (lbs)
Supports Total Available Required Dead Snow Total Accessories
1 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 1.75" 252 604 856 Blocking
2 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 1.75" 252 604 856 Blocking
Dead Snow
Vertical Load Location (Side) Spacing (0.90) (1.15) Comments
1 - Uniform (PSF) 0 to 12' 7" 24" 20.0 48.0 Default Load
Weyerhaeuser warrants that the sizing of its products will be in accordance with Weyerhaeuser product design criteria and published design values. Weyerhaeuser expressly disclaims any other warranties
related to the software. Use of this software is not intended to circumvent the need for a design professional as determined by the authority having jurisdiction. The designer of record, builder or framer is
responsible to assure that this calculation is compatible with the overall project. Accessories (Rim Board, Blocking Panels and Squash Blocks) are not designed by this software. Products manufactured at
Weyerhaeuser facilities are third-party certified to sustainable forestry standards. Weyerhaeuser Engineered Lumber Products  have been evaluated by ICC-ES under evaluation reports ESR-1153 and ESR-1387
and/or tested in accordance with applicable ASTM standards. For current code evaluation reports, Weyerhaeuser product literature and installation details refer to
www.weyerhaeuser.com/woodproducts/document-library.
The product application, input design loads, dimensions and support information have been provided by ForteWEB Software Operator
Weyerhaeuser Notes
All locations are measured from the outside face of left support (or left cantilever end). All dimensions are horizontal.
MEMBER REPORT PASSED
Roof, RJ2
1 piece(s) 11 7/8" TJI® 210 @ 24" OC
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Design Results Actual @ Location Allowed Result LDF Load: Combination (Pattern)
Member Reaction (lbs) 958 @ 2 1/2" 1679 (3.50") Passed (57%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Shear (lbs) 918 @ 3 1/2" 1903 Passed (48%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Moment (Ft-lbs) 3175 @ 7' 1/2" 4364 Passed (73%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Live Load Defl. (in) 0.280 @ 7' 1/2" 0.456 Passed (L/587) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Total Load Defl. (in) 0.396 @ 7' 1/2" 0.683 Passed (L/414) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
System : Roof
Member Type : Joist
Building Use : Residential
Building Code : IBC 2015
Design Methodology : ASD
Member Pitch : 0.25/12
• Deflection criteria: LL (L/360) and TL (L/240).
• Top Edge Bracing (Lu): Top compression edge must be braced at 4' 1" o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Bottom Edge Bracing (Lu): Bottom compression edge must be braced at 14' 1" o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Blocking Panels are assumed to carry no loads applied directly above them and the full load is applied to the member being designed.
Bearing Length Loads to Supports (lbs)
Supports Total Available Required Dead Snow Total Accessories
1 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 1.75" 282 676 958 Blocking
2 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 1.75" 282 676 958 Blocking
Dead Snow
Vertical Load Location (Side) Spacing (0.90) (1.15) Comments
1 - Uniform (PSF) 0 to 14' 1" 24" 20.0 48.0 Default Load
Weyerhaeuser warrants that the sizing of its products will be in accordance with Weyerhaeuser product design criteria and published design values. Weyerhaeuser expressly disclaims any other warranties
related to the software. Use of this software is not intended to circumvent the need for a design professional as determined by the authority having jurisdiction. The designer of record, builder or framer is
responsible to assure that this calculation is compatible with the overall project. Accessories (Rim Board, Blocking Panels and Squash Blocks) are not designed by this software. Products manufactured at
Weyerhaeuser facilities are third-party certified to sustainable forestry standards. Weyerhaeuser Engineered Lumber Products  have been evaluated by ICC-ES under evaluation reports ESR-1153 and ESR-1387
and/or tested in accordance with applicable ASTM standards. For current code evaluation reports, Weyerhaeuser product literature and installation details refer to
www.weyerhaeuser.com/woodproducts/document-library.
The product application, input design loads, dimensions and support information have been provided by ForteWEB Software Operator
Weyerhaeuser Notes
All locations are measured from the outside face of left support (or left cantilever end). All dimensions are horizontal.
MEMBER REPORT PASSED
Roof, RJ3
1 piece(s) 11 7/8" TJI® 210 @ 24" OC
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Design Results Actual @ Location Allowed Result LDF Load: Combination (Pattern)
Member Reaction (lbs) 1310 @ 10' 11 1/4" 5207 (3.50") Passed (25%) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Shear (lbs) 732 @ 10' 4" 4206 Passed (17%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (All Spans)
Moment (Ft-lbs) 1676 @ 5' 2 1/16" 5084 Passed (33%) 1.15 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Alt Spans)
Live Load Defl. (in) 0.263 @ 5' 5 7/16" 0.358 Passed (L/490) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Alt Spans)
Total Load Defl. (in) 0.355 @ 5' 4 15/16" 0.537 Passed (L/363) -- 1.0 D + 1.0 S (Alt Spans)
System : Roof
Member Type : Joist
Building Use : Residential
Building Code : IBC 2015
Design Methodology : ASD
Member Pitch : 0.25/12
• Deflection criteria: LL (L/360) and TL (L/240).
• Overhang deflection criteria: LL (2L/360) and TL (2L/240).
• Top Edge Bracing (Lu): Top compression edge must be braced at 14' 7" o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Bottom Edge Bracing (Lu): Bottom compression edge must be braced at 14' 7" o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• A 4% increase in the moment capacity has been added to account for repetitive member usage.
• Blocking Panels are assumed to carry no loads applied directly above them and the full load is applied to the member being designed.
Bearing Length Loads to Supports (lbs)
Supports Total Available Required Dead Snow Total Accessories
1 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 1.50" 198 505 703 Blocking
2 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 1.50" 385 924 1309 Blocking
Dead Snow
Vertical Load Location (Side) Spacing (0.90) (1.15) Comments
1 - Uniform (PSF) 0 to 14' 7" 24" 20.0 48.0 Default Load
Member Notes
Conversion to 2X8 Joists
Weyerhaeuser warrants that the sizing of its products will be in accordance with Weyerhaeuser product design criteria and published design values. Weyerhaeuser expressly disclaims any other warranties
related to the software. Use of this software is not intended to circumvent the need for a design professional as determined by the authority having jurisdiction. The designer of record, builder or framer is
responsible to assure that this calculation is compatible with the overall project. Accessories (Rim Board, Blocking Panels and Squash Blocks) are not designed by this software. Products manufactured at
Weyerhaeuser facilities are third-party certified to sustainable forestry standards. Weyerhaeuser Engineered Lumber Products  have been evaluated by ICC-ES under evaluation reports ESR-1153 and ESR-1387
and/or tested in accordance with applicable ASTM standards. For current code evaluation reports, Weyerhaeuser product literature and installation details refer to
www.weyerhaeuser.com/woodproducts/document-library.
The product application, input design loads, dimensions and support information have been provided by ForteWEB Software Operator
Weyerhaeuser Notes
All locations are measured from the outside face of left support (or left cantilever end). All dimensions are horizontal.
MEMBER REPORT PASSED
Roof, RJ4
2 piece(s) 1 3/4" x 5 1/2" 2.0E Microllam® LVL @ 24" OC
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Design Results Actual @ Location Allowed Result LDF Load: Combination (Pattern)
Member Reaction (lbs) 4991 @ 6 1/2" 21000 (8.00") Passed (24%) -- 1.0 D + 0.75 L + 0.75 S (All Spans)
Shear (lbs) 3217 @ 1' 7 7/8" 9081 Passed (35%) 1.15 1.0 D + 0.75 L + 0.75 S (All Spans)
Moment (Ft-lbs) 9084 @ 4' 7 15/16" 20525 Passed (44%) 1.15 1.0 D + 0.75 L + 0.75 S (All Spans)
Live Load Defl. (in) 0.053 @ 4' 6" 0.198 Passed (L/999+) -- 1.0 D + 0.75 L + 0.75 S (All Spans)
Total Load Defl. (in) 0.129 @ 4' 6" 0.396 Passed (L/739) -- 1.0 D + 0.75 L + 0.75 S (All Spans)
System : Wall
Member Type : Header
Building Use : Residential
Building Code : IBC 2015
Design Methodology : ASD
• Deflection criteria: LL (L/480) and TL (L/240).
• Top Edge Bracing (Lu): Top compression edge must be braced at 9' o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Bottom Edge Bracing (Lu): Bottom compression edge must be braced at 9' o/c unless detailed otherwise.
Bearing Length Loads to Supports (lbs)
Supports Total Available Required Dead Floor Live Snow Total Accessories
1 - Trimmer - DF 8.00" 8.00" 1.90" 2989 945 1725 5659 None
2 - Trimmer - DF 8.00" 8.00" 1.63" 2726 945 1118 4789 None
Dead Floor Live Snow
Vertical Loads Location (Side) Tributary Width (0.90) (1.00) (1.15) Comments
0 - Self Weight (PLF) 0 to 9' N/A 12.1 -- --
1 - Point (lb) 5' 6" N/A 382 - 918 HDR Above
2 - Uniform (PLF) 0 to 5' 6" N/A 150.0 - 350.0 Joists Above
3 - Uniform (PLF) 0 to 9' N/A 200.0 - - Wall abv andconcrete weight
4 - Uniform (PLF) 0 to 9' N/A 288.8 210.0 - Linked from: F-J5,Support 2
Weyerhaeuser warrants that the sizing of its products will be in accordance with Weyerhaeuser product design criteria and published design values. Weyerhaeuser expressly disclaims any other warranties
related to the software. Use of this software is not intended to circumvent the need for a design professional as determined by the authority having jurisdiction. The designer of record, builder or framer is
responsible to assure that this calculation is compatible with the overall project. Accessories (Rim Board, Blocking Panels and Squash Blocks) are not designed by this software. Products manufactured at
Weyerhaeuser facilities are third-party certified to sustainable forestry standards. Weyerhaeuser Engineered Lumber Products  have been evaluated by ICC-ES under evaluation reports ESR-1153 and ESR-1387
and/or tested in accordance with applicable ASTM standards. For current code evaluation reports, Weyerhaeuser product literature and installation details refer to
www.weyerhaeuser.com/woodproducts/document-library.
The product application, input design loads, dimensions and support information have been provided by ForteWEB Software Operator
Weyerhaeuser Notes
All locations are measured from the outside face of left support (or left cantilever end). All dimensions are horizontal.
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Design Results Actual @ Location Allowed Result LDF Load: Combination (Pattern)
Member Reaction (lbs) 17567 @ 17' 6" 5206 (3.50") Failed (337%) -- 1.0 D + 0.75 L + 0.75 S (Adj Spans)
Shear (lbs) 8024 @ 18' 7 5/8" 9081 Passed (88%) 1.15 1.0 D + 0.75 L + 0.75 S (Adj Spans)
Moment (Ft-lbs) -18138 @ 17' 6" 20525 Passed (88%) 1.15 1.0 D + 0.75 L + 0.75 S (Adj Spans)
Live Load Defl. (in) 0.185 @ 23' 6 7/16" 0.283 Passed (L/737) -- 1.0 D + 0.75 L + 0.75 S (Alt Spans)
Total Load Defl. (in) 0.379 @ 23' 7 3/4" 0.567 Passed (L/358) -- 1.0 D + 0.75 L + 0.75 S (Alt Spans)
System : Floor
Member Type : Drop Beam
Building Use : Residential
Building Code : IBC 2015
Design Methodology : ASD
• Deflection criteria: LL (L/480) and TL (L/240).
• Top Edge Bracing (Lu): Top compression edge must be braced at 7' 11" o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Bottom Edge Bracing (Lu): Bottom compression edge must be braced at 5' 6" o/c unless detailed otherwise.
• Blocking Panels are assumed to carry no loads applied directly above them and the full load is applied to the member being designed.
Bearing Length Loads to Supports (lbs)
Supports Total Available Required Dead Floor Live Snow Total Accessories
1 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 2.99" 2062 1192/-286 1999 5253/-286 Blocking
2 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 8.43" 6217 3841 4598 14656 Blocking
3 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 11.81" 9638 5601 4971 20210 Blocking
4 - Stud wall - SPF 3.50" 3.50" 4.62" 3707 2228/-155 1989 7924/-155 Blocking
Dead Floor Live Snow
Vertical Loads Location (Side) Tributary Width (0.90) (1.00) (1.15) Comments
0 - Self Weight (PLF) 0 to 29' N/A 12.1 -- --
1 - Uniform (PLF) 0 to 29' (Front) N/A 288.8 210.0 - Linked from: F-J5,Support 1
2 - Uniform (PLF) 0 to 8' (Back) N/A 340.5 80.3 553.5 Linked from: F-J4,Support 2
3 - Uniform (PLF) 8' to 29' (Back) N/A 484.5 230.3 402.8 Linked from: F-J2,Support 2
Weyerhaeuser warrants that the sizing of its products will be in accordance with Weyerhaeuser product design criteria and published design values. Weyerhaeuser expressly disclaims any other warranties
related to the software. Use of this software is not intended to circumvent the need for a design professional as determined by the authority having jurisdiction. The designer of record, builder or framer is
responsible to assure that this calculation is compatible with the overall project. Accessories (Rim Board, Blocking Panels and Squash Blocks) are not designed by this software. Products manufactured at
Weyerhaeuser facilities are third-party certified to sustainable forestry standards. Weyerhaeuser Engineered Lumber Products  have been evaluated by ICC-ES under evaluation reports ESR-1153 and ESR-1387
and/or tested in accordance with applicable ASTM standards. For current code evaluation reports, Weyerhaeuser product literature and installation details refer to
www.weyerhaeuser.com/woodproducts/document-library.
The product application, input design loads, dimensions and support information have been provided by ForteWEB Software Operator
Weyerhaeuser Notes
All locations are measured from the outside face of left support (or left cantilever end). All dimensions are horizontal.
Support 2 failed reaction check due to insufficient bearing capacity.
Support 3 failed reaction check due to insufficient bearing capacity.
Support 4 failed reaction check due to insufficient bearing capacity.
MEMBER REPORT FAILED
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